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DSI Achieves Cisco Master Networking Specialization
01/16/19 Ashburn, VA: DISYS Solutions Inc. (DSI), a Cisco Gold Certified Partner, recently
achieved the newest of Cisco’s specializations – Master Networking. This makes DSI only the
second Cisco Channel Partner in the Americas to hold this specialization.
“The Master Networking Specialization assures customers that
DSI is among Cisco’s most elite partners, with the greatest
expertise in architectures that organizations need to support
digital transformation,” said Alan Bechara, Sr. Vice President of
Sales and Marketing. “As an early adopter of this technology,
DSI recognizes the trend toward digital readiness and software
defined networking. We are excited to bring this innovation to
our customer base!”
Master Specializations are Cisco’s highest and most exclusive level of partner certification,
attesting that DSI has made significant investments of time and resources to obtain expertise in
the subject technologies and solutions. To receive the Cisco Master Networking Specialization,
DSI passed a rigorous review of its architecture and solutions delivery capabilities that support
Cisco’s intent-based networking solutions, as well as an audit of related business processes and
results.
“DSI is constantly striving to be the best in our field, offering the highest level of solutions and
services to our customers, with the certifications to back it up,” said Chris Eubanks, Program &
Partner Alliance Manager. “We are proud to add Master Networking to our growing list of
specializations, and we are currently preparing for the process to add the Master of Data Center
and Hybrid Cloud Specialization.”
In addition to Master Networking, DSI holds Master Specializations in Collaboration and
Security, and Advanced Specializations in Collaboration Architecture, Data Center Architecture,
Enterprise Networks Architecture, Security Architecture, Core and WAN, Internet of Things Connected Safety and Security, Service Provider Optical Technology, Unified Access, Unified
Computing Technology, and Unified Fabric Technology. DSI is also a Master Cloud and
Managed Service Provider.
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DSI certifications include Cisco Certified Internetwork Experts (CCIE) and Solutions Specialists.
DSI is proud to employ many team members with these certifications, especially since CCIE is
the highest technical certification offered by Cisco, with holders representing less than 3% of all
certified Cisco professionals and less than 1% of networking professionals worldwide.
About DSI: DSI provides complete IT solutions and services that are secure, innovative, energy
efficient, and cost effective. Our customers include State & Local Government and Education
(SLED), Federal agencies, and commercial companies. We hold nationwide term contracts that
are supported by a team of industry professionals and certified engineers. We put the customer
first and understand the importance of providing a valuable experience from start to finish. Our
knowledge of current and emerging technologies is the foundation for providing solutions and
services that increase productivity and create positive workflow for our customers. DSI is
headquartered in Ashburn, Virginia, with offices nationwide. We are a Minority-Owned Small
Business founded in 1991 by the current owners. Learn more at dsitech.com.
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